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They are not famous, rarely get 
recognition, and don’t consider them-
selves extraordinary in any way—but 

they are the power behind a towering 
empire of chesed in our community.  
They are homemakers, retailers, and 

professionals; students, middle-agers 
and retirees; Chassidish, Litvish, and 
Modern Orthodox.   

They are Achiezer’s incredible vol-
unteers.

Achiezer paid tribute to its out-
standing volunteers at a packed Eve-
ning of Appreciation on Monday eve-
ning, April 22.  More than 150 Achiezer 
volunteers filled the home of Yair and 
Milka Keilson to enjoy a well-deserved 
interlude of camaraderie, inspiration 
and entertainment.

Following a brief welcome by Rab-
bi Boruch Ber Bender, Development 
Coordinator Eli Weiss shared some 
powerful impressions of the remark-
able personal dedication and impact of 
each and every volunteer.  Rabbi Zvi 
Ralbag of Congregation Bais Ephraim 
Yitzchok inspired the audience with 
divrei bracha, remarking, “Your vol-
unteerism breeds a feeling of caring 
which is contagious, leading others to 
care as well...And while people may 

eventually forget the hard times, they 
will never forget the chesed that was 
done for them during those hard times.”

The evening closed with an uproar-
ious presentation by hypnotist Moshe 
Tawil, with hilarious antics performed 
by willing members of the crowd under 
the effects of hypnosis. 

Achiezer extends a tremendous 
vote of appreciation to Scott Fagan of 
Traditions for graciously sponsoring 
the sumptuous spread, as well as many 
thanks to Simply Sushi for providing 
the gourmet sushi rolls. Most of all, 
Achiezer offers its overwhelming grati-
tude to each and every volunteer—the 
quiet heroes and heroines whose unas-
suming, all-encompassing dedication 
make chesed in our community a reality.  

You can become an Achiezer vol-
unteer and make a real difference in 
someone’s life. 

Contact Achiezer at (516) 791- 4444 
or email volunteers@achiezer.org.

The Power Behind the Scenes:
Achiezer Hosts Volunteer Evening of Appreciation
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